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L E S S O N S  F R O M  B E I N G  A U T I S T I C

How do you know that you are
different when the way that you
navigate the world is normal to
you? How are we meant to know
that our struggles are things that
some people don’t even register, let
alone struggle with?

In this eBook it is my intent to
show you that you are not alone,
there are so many people in the
world who see the world like you
do, through the lens of autism and
although we all experience the
world differently, because we’re
all different in our own right, we
can share similar experiences,
struggles and challenges, once a
challenge is identified it can be 

easier to work with, adjustments
can be made or put into place and
what was once a struggle can be
left in the past, a distant memory.

Here’s a list of things autism taught
me, I felt that fifty things was a
great number to aim for, I’m certain
that there are more than fifty
things, because even as a coach
who is autistic and works with
autistic people on a daily basis I am
always learning, autism is a special
interest of mine which is quite
useful. The original purpose of this
list was to help one newly
diagnosed autistic teen, but now
it’s available for you to read below.



1.      That is isn’t just loud noise that’s painful

When we think of loud noises and autism, the first image that springs to
my mind is the stereotypical clamping hands over ears, what if the noise
isn’t loud, what if your hearing is so sensitive that you can hear the electric
in the cables? What about vibration which is a noise, a noise that would
have many non-autistic people raising an eyebrow in confusion as it
doesn’t bother them because they can tune it out easier. Vibrations from
machines, the base on a car stereo and even from a fan in a different room
can cause serious noise problems for an autistic person, so if someone is
saying something is loud and you don’t agree it might be worth trying to
identify the source of the sound, sometimes it can be isolated and
removed, other times things like ear plugs, ear defenders or noise
cancelling headphones could offer a solution. 

2.      Clothes are different levels of comfortable

Have you ever got home from work (or school) and literally wanted to rip
your clothes off? Or that wonderful feeling of taking your bra off after a
long day, or a tie if you don’t wear a bra. You’ve got comfy clothes that
make you feel like you’re being hugged and clothes that make you feel like
you’re being attacked! This is why kids can become overwhelmed at the
end of the school day, not only are they being subjected to sensory inputs
which are outside of their control all day long, but the clothes they’re
wearing are uncomfortable and scratchy, work clothes and professional
attire can be very similar.

3.      Tags in clothes feel like a cactus or sandpaper against your skin

Why it’s a legal requirement to secure tags into garments as effectively as
they do I will never know, but what I do know is that they’re highly
uncomfortable. The feeling of a clothes label or tag quite literally feels like
you’re being rubbed with sandpaper and it gets uncomfortable fast. I
remember my partner picking out a label from a favourite jumper only to
find it was both stitched and glued into the top. Cutting labels out can
obviously help, but they do leave a small tag behind, so unpicking them or
wearing your clothes inside out can help and isn’t as obvious as you might
think especially if it’s a t-shirt under a jumper, this won’t work with all
clothes, but for the ones that do work you’ll notice the difference.



4.      When I’m stressed my hair hurts

I’ve had so many weird looks on this one; the gentlest of touches on the top
of my head can be so incredibly painful, it’s the scalp that’s hurting, but it
does mean that the softest of touch leaves a weird nerve pain lingering in
my hair, this means that hats can be out of boundary in the winter and it’s
one reason I cut my hair from long to short.

5.      It feels like everyone is watching me if I’m walking through an open

space or past big windows

This makes me feel incredibly vulnerable and exposed, talk to
neurodivergent kids and they’ll say that the canteen or the school hall is a
sensory hell, the sounds echoing around and the complete inability to
escape being seen, you’re wide open and exposed. In reality and with logic,
nothing is going to happen in this scenario, but you can be sure that this is
a time where you’re likely to walk faster and divert your eyes down.

6.      Lotions and potions can make my skin feel horrible

I’m not even sure how to describe this, it’s gritty, it’s oily and has a residue
that just stays on your skin like oil on the surface of water and it isn’t a
pleasant feeling.

7.      Brushing teeth is a sensory hell and can feel deeply unpleasant

People, myself included would rather stand with the tap on watching the
water rather than put a brush in their mouth, the taste of toothpaste can be
pleasant for some and another off putting experience for others. Parents is
it a battle to get your autistic child to brush their teeth? Now you know
why. One thing I do is clean my teeth in the shower, I love the sensory
experience of water and the heat is an added bonus, any reason to stay in
there a little longer is a winner for me.

 
 



8.      I need more sleep than non-autistic people and that’s OK

Sometimes 6 hours will be fine, but that’s not sustainable, the busier I am
the more likely a good long sleep will be needed. Naps are our friend, if you
need to rest listen to your body, we’re so conditioned to believe that we
need to go to bed, have 8 hours of sleep and get up at a certain time, when
actually some of us do need 10 hours plus outside of teenage years and
that’s OK.

9.      I have special interests that take a lot of my focus and energy, it can

make me stop enjoying other things

This is where the art of hyperfocus comes in, sometimes this truly is a
superpower as the amount of things you can get done when you’re engaged
and focused is insane, but sometimes there is no off switch, it can take ages
to get started and then it can be almost impossible to stop. (Impossible =
I’m possible, so there’s ways to help manage this)

10.      Being organised is really hard, this is because of executive function /

dysfunction

Personally I am one of the most organised people I know, however I have
systems in place, if I don’t have systems things don’t get done, I get stressed
and my mental health goes down as fast as my mood, which means its well
worth the time to get systems in place that work for you.

11.      Being interrupted even if I’m just thinking is so annoying as it takes me

ages to remember what I was thinking about or doing.

Thinking is mostly a silent pastime, this means people don’t know when
you’re doing it, but when you are deep in thought you’re most certainly
busy, so when you’re pulled from your thoughts it can feel incredibly jarring



12.      Being around other people is exhausting and I need time to recover

afterwards, sometimes I have more energy for people time and sometimes I

have less.

The more people I’m with the more drained I’ll become, I liken this to having
a social battery which starts of full and drains quite fast, some people will
boost my energy and charge my battery and others will drain it. 

13.      Some days I have soooo much energy and other day’s I have no energy,

that’s OK. Take a look at spoon theory if you haven’t heard of it.

Once you’ve checked out spoon theory check out beer theory, a google
search will give you the information and it’s great for explaining burnout in a
way that makes sense to neurotypical people.

14.      Touching certain textures makes me want to throw up.

There are so many different textures that are unpleasant like wooden lolly
pop sticks touching your mouth, or rubbing fabrics to get things like animal
fur off of furniture makes me want to throw up and I know I’m not the only
person to experience this. 

15.      Certain smells make me want to throw up

The olfactory nerve is the shortest of the 12 cranial nerves and it’s linked to
smell, that’s why you can taste things before you eat them sometimes, it’s
why smells can trigger emotions and memories, it’s also why our reactions to
smells can be so overwhelming and if you get the wrong whiff then you’re
not going to react well.



 

16.      The world is so bright it makes my eyes really hurt, even when other

people think it’s dull outside or inside

It isn’t just superstars who wear sunglasses inside, light can be painful for
autistic people, even on a cloudy day it can be super uncomfortable. The
noise that some lights give off are another issue we deal with, those
fluorescent bulbs in offices and maybe your kitchen, they’re loud and emit a
noise that adds to our physical pain.

17.      Certain textures of food are rank and I can’t eat them – Mushrooms are

like little balls of slime YUK

Fussy eating, this is a combination of words that makes my blood boil, food
can be a sensory hell, textures and tastes can send an autistic person into a
downward spiral and if you feel like you’re a nuisance for not being able to
eat different things or that having a very simple and safe diet is wrong then
it’s not going to have a very good knock on effect for your mental health and
self-esteem.

18.      That being in a messy environment makes me feel so angry, but tidying

can make me feel angry too as I don’t always know where to start and people

helping can annoy me.

When you look around and all you see is chaos it’s another thing that can
trigger a neurodivergent person. Logic and order is what we need but
getting that can be a massive challenge. Coming up with ways to aid your
tidying, a way to find a starting point, timing the chores individually so you
know how long they take and then racing yourself to do it faster, flipping a
coin to work out which room or which corner to start, there’s so many ways
to help yourself, again it’s just finding what works for you.



19.      I hear all the noises that non autistic people don’t, it makes listening

to people hard as there’s too many noises to absorb their words, especially

in places like cafes or pubs

The divergent brain doesn’t have the ability to block out sounds that aren’t
relevant to them (check out monotropism) so we hear all the sounds. the
dog barking, the child humming, their crayons scratching the paper, the
fans in the kitchen, the lights, the people, the talking of others and then
we’re trying to hear our own conversation, it’s so loud and it’s no wonder
really that our social battery becomes drained.

20.      Making eye contact is weird, how long to do it for, how long is too

long or not enough? I look at the spot in between the eyes in the middle of

the forehead now and that works for me.

In the past I’ve missed so much of what someone is saying because I’ve not
really known what’s appropriate eye contact and I’ve noticed that if I’m
stressed, anxious or if I think you’re mad at me then my eye contact will be
non-existent.

21.      Sometimes I want to touch things to see what they feel like.

It’s a bit of a compulsion, for me this doesn’t include touching people, but
for others it does. I like to feel what looks like soft and inviting textures, or
run my hand through water to feel the denseness of it, I’m always touching
stuff, it hasn’t got me into trouble yet.

22.      Sometimes I smell new food before eating it: if it smells wrong I’m

not eating it.

This goes back to that olfactory nerve; if a food doesn’t smell appetising
why would you then want to put it in your mouth and eat it? So smelling
new foods or suspicious looking ones (this could be slimy looking stuff) is
perfectly logical in my mind. I’ll also smell things like strawberries before I
buy them, if they don’t smell right they go back on the shelf.

 



23.      Autism is actually really cool, people don’t really get what it is and

that’s their loss not ours.

So many people see autism as a deficit or something that needs curing, for
me it’s a part of my identity, being gay is a part of my identity, being a mum
is part of who I am, if I wasn’t autistic I’d be a totally different person, being
autistic makes me quirky and weird, if people don’t like those traits it’s not
my problem it’s theirs. If you look back down your family tree, who are the
eccentrics in your family? They are almost certainly your autistic family
members, be proud to carry on that line, the world needs more out of the
box thinkers.

24.      Animals are so much better than most people, they don’t judge and

they love without condition

It’s no wonder autistic people prefer the company of animals, they don’t
judge, they love you (as long as you feed them) they give the best hugs and
are generally incredibly intuitive with their own personalities and quirks of
their own, I’m pretty sure my cat is autistic he’s a bit mad, but in all the right
ways.

25.      I don’t always know when I’m hungry

They say we have 5 senses but there’s loads more than that, the sense of
interoception controls the bodies internal processes, it tells us when we are
hungry, sometimes I don’t know I’m hungry then I feel bloated and in pain
and I realise that I haven’t eaten all day so I eat, this can be a massive
problem for those who aren’t able to regulate like others do.

26.      I don’t always know when I’m thirsty

Again this is interoception,I know I’m thirsty when my mouth is parched
and I’m feeling a little bit rough, I’ve counteracted this with a 2 litre water
bottle that I take everywhere (now to remember where I left it… In the car
was the answer!)



HALF WAY THERE 

Nature is such an
undervalued healer,

especially for the
neurodivergent brain.

Nature re-sets us.

I said that 50 points seemed like a great number to aim for in this
list and that there were likely to be more than 50 points, one

thing that I haven't and won't mention is the healing benefits that
nature provides. In some parts of the world doctors actually
prescribe exercise and connecting with the great outdoors

before they give out pills. Now don't get me wrong, there is a
place for medication but it is given too freely as a first solution.
For me connecting with nature, either in water or the forest is

the most beneficial self help tool I have available to me.



27.      I don’t always know when I’m tired

Guess what…. Its interoception again, it doesn’t always tell me that the
reason I’m a moody human is because I could use a nap or a nice long
snooze… Another thing interoception controls is body temperature and
when you need the loo.

28.      Sometimes I know something is wrong but I’m not able to work out

what is wrong, it could take me days or longer to work it out and sometimes

I’ll never know

Fortunately for me the people around me know that when I say “I think
something is wrong but I’m not sure what”, they don’t think I’m being funny
or weird, it’s just the way I am, my processing is slower than others which
means it takes a little while to filter through and sometimes it’s not till I’m
through a stressful period in my life that I look back and think whoa, how
did I manage to get through that, other times it takes me an hour or two to
realise, it depends what it is and how complex it is, the more complex the
more processing time is needed.

29.      Sometimes it feels like I’m being watched, but there’s no way

someone could be watching me. I’ve learnt that I’m really sensitive to energy

and sometimes I feel like it’s my spirit guides with me which is why I can’t

see who is watching.

There’s obviously going to be many differing opinions here, being watched
by spirit is going to be way to woo woo for some people and that’s OK, this
is one of my opinions on this point and if you share it brilliant, if you don’t
share it, why not share yours with me.



30.      I like to be in control of my day; if plans change it can really throw my

day off and make me anxious.

I have over the years learnt to do things differently if my day gets altered,
but it doesn’t sit well with me and if I’ve been relying on something heavily
it can contribute to a meltdown if things aren’t in my control. I’m much
more flexible these days when I’m out of routine, but even then I do need to
have some idea of the plan for the day and having some alternatives to fall
back on is always beneficial.

31.      I need thinking time after being asked a question, I can’t always

answer immediately but can once the information has been absorbed

If you tell me something and ask me to repeat it back to you (quite a
familiar occurrence for school children) my brain is likely to freeze and it’ll
appear that I’ve not been listening or paying attention, when actually all I
need is a little bit of time for the information to go in and be absorbed,
once absorbed I can then relay it back to demonstrate learning, it’s almost
like waiting for your dinner to digest.

32.      If I read a book I have to re-read paragraphs because it doesn’t feel

like the information has gone in, then it takes me a day or two to process

the words

This used to really irritate me till I learnt that it’s part of my divergent
experience, reading the lines in a book and the words not seeming to go in,
but like the point above, I attribute this to my slower processing system,
once processed I can spout all sorts of randomness from whatever it is I’m
learning.

 

 



33. I rarely feel like I can be myself around most people, I change the way I

act to like more like them so they’re nicer to me, this is called masking

This is another thing I have got better with, especially since all the
lockdowns and spending time alone, now I’m getting back out into the
world I’m not as bothered about what people think of me, I don’t like
everyone I meet so how can I expect everyone I meet to like me. I am out
about being autistic, I use that openness to educate where possible and it
also means that if I do act odd people know that it’s likely to be my quirky
autistic ways, if they can’t accept that then that’s on them not me. This
took time and steps to get to this point, if I can do it then you can too.

34.      Sometimes I feel like I can’t say what I want too, the words get

stuck in my throat then I get angry or sad

It is so frustrating not being able to communicate what and when you
want, either going into a place where the words jumble and mix around
making it impossible to get words out, or feeling like you have a
restriction in your throat. Tiredness and anxiety don’t help and neither
does being rushed to get your words out, they’ll come when they’re ready
and not before, rubbing the tops of your arms can help to encourage
speech and gives a feeling of comfort and security, you can do this on
yourself or do this on another struggling autistic person, preferably one
you know and definitely with consent, it’s never OK to just touch people
especially if they’re struggling in some way.

35.      Sometimes when I’ve had enough of the world I get angry at those I

love, I shout, I get mad, sometimes I’ve even hurt myself to try and feel

better, then once the anger is out I feel better

It’s like this build-up of energy inside of me and it has to come out
somewhere. I have developed healthier coping mechanisms over the years
and tend to purposefully go quiet when I’m in this space, but like a kettle
the steam has to come out, so if I don’t deal with the reasons behind being
angry and upset then there will be an explosion, this can be challenging if
you’re not sure what the problem is.



36.      People use too many words to explain things.

Although having a thorough and well explained plan is brilliant and
although I personally can go on the longest, most convoluted journey to
share a story, in general people use way too many words that are not
needed to convey a point, being direct and using as few words as possible
but being open to questions if needed is by far the more pleasant
experience and leaves me less frustrated.

37.      That there are always warning signs leading up to a meltdown,

they’re called triggers, some can be avoided, some can be reduced and

some will catch you by surprise.

I like lots of you hate shopping for food, the supermarkets are a sensory
nightmare, my solution is to go later in the day, I now go at 9pm so the
lights are dimmed, the people are few and there’s no smells from in store
cooking. When I’m with my other half she’ll do the food shopping and I’ll do
the driving, she hates driving and we know how much I love shopping…
This plan works out well for us and our triggers are avoided. Taking the
time to work out what tips you over the edge can mean the difference
between meltdown and no meltdown.

38.      Stims are a repetitive movement which help to regulate you, for me I

am almost always playing with or fiddling with something to keep my hands

busy.

It isn’t just hands that I keep busy, leg / foot tapping and jiggling, rubbing
the tops of my arms as a soothing technique (which makes sense as stims
are a self-soothing activity that help lower your anxiety levels), I’m almost
always fiddling with things, the more energy I have the more strenuous the
stim, the more stressed I am the more exaggerated the movements. I have
in the past been known as flappy for my hand movements when stressed.
My top tip is to pay attention to your stims, if they’re raising attention you
might be able to identify a trigger if you slow down and observe what’s
happening.



39.      I don’t need to be sitting quietly to be paying attention and learning,

I actually learn and listen better when I can do something other than look at

the person teaching or speaking.

Paying attention doesn’t need to be looking intently at the person who’s
speaking, it can be doodling or stimming, it can be getting up and pacing
around, this is how some people including myself learn best. Requesting a
person has a set way of learning is pretty outdated and can lead to lack of
learning if certain ways to learn are imposed on a person.

40.      People misunderstand autistic people all of the time.

Simply by being human you are automatically qualified to misunderstand
others and to be misunderstood by others. The thing is we’re all viewing
life through our own experiences and when you’re autistic you’re different,
this isn’t a bad thing but it does mean that people don’t understand how
best to communicate with us and as our own communication and social
skills can be a challenge, it’s no wonder why people don’t get us. It takes
time to build trust and understanding and people don’t always want to
make that commitment as it takes effort.

41.      We all have our own methods of communication, sometimes it’s

easier to write rather than talk as writing gives you more thinking time.

We are taught from such a young age that we communicate through
words, but verbal communication is only one method of communication
and it’s the fastest, it requires immediate responses and an autistic brain
needs time to process, if it doesn’t get the time it needs then we can
encounter snappy replies or replies that weren’t 

 



42.      Autistic people spend so much time wondering what they did wrong  

when they didn’t do anything wrong, people just really struggle to understand

different.

We ruminate and think of all the ways in which we could have done it
differently, what starts off as small and insignificant can be blown out of
proportion by our brain in a very short space of time. Again there are ways
to minimise this feeling, it’s just finding what works for you.

43.      I don’t always understand emotions, autistic people can be emotion

blind which is called Alexithymia, it can be easier to focus on the sensations

in the body instead, so maybe; I have a lump in my throat, my head feels

thick and fuzzy, my stomach is in knots etc…

Some sources say there are 34,000 different emotions so really is it any
surprise that some people struggle to identify what and how they’re feeling,
knowing the basic emotions helps enormously but being able to identify the
sensation in your body can be key to your success, it has been for me.

44.      Closing my eyes and taking deep breaths in and out is really calming

when I’m anxious

Ordinarily I’d say breath in, hold the breath and then release it making sure
the exhale is longer than the inhale, however, when we’re anxious we tend
to hold our breath so breathing in and out as a continuous loop is really
effective at calming you down, by closing down the eyes you’re closing
down input and giving yourself even more chance to calm down. This does
take practice but the hardest thing about this is remembering to do it.

 



45.      My pain threshold is really high

I’ll never forget going to the doctors because I had a little bit a chesty
cough, the look on the nurse’s face as she listened in, her voice was a
whisper as she questioned how I was still upright, I had 2 infections and
neither of them were insignificant. I’ve known people to have broken bones
and shrug it off as a scratch. Don’t be fooled though this can and does go
the other way and autistic people can have incredibly low pain thresholds
too.

46.      Meltdowns can be followed by shutdowns due to sensory overload a

and the guilt that can often follow a meltdown.

Meltdowns are hard for everyone, those who experience them and those
who witness them, a meltdown is totally outside of a person’s control, if we
could stop it then we would, it’s like an epileptic seizure and it has to run its
course, when it’s over we are left with the overwhelming feeling of failure
and guilt, especially if there have been witnesses to our outburst.

47.      I like to know what time things will happen and I don’t like it if things

change or people are late.

I really do appreciate that plans can change and that people get delayed or
side tracked, heck, I’ve made myself late for a meeting because I was
looking at the split ends on my hair, another reason I now have short hair!
With the technology we have available to us it is so easy to update people if
you’re changing something or you’re delayed, yes there are exceptions to
this, but on the whole just send a quick update.

 
 



48.      I don’t like it when people say they’re going to do something and

they don’t

What is the point in this? If you say you’re going to do something and you
don’t do it (and there’s no good reason) then it’s lying and as point 49 says
it’s really annoying! Yes it can be irritating if someone tells you they can’t
do what it is they said they would, but at least by telling you the plans have
changed you can make alternative arrangements; this really is meltdown
producing stuff so it can pay to have a plan B just in case you are let down
last minute.

49      I don’t like when people lie about things, it really annoys me

Seriously what is the point, you need to have an amazing memory to be a
liar which is why I always tell the truth, there are subtle differences when
people lie, their energy changes and although we may not be the best in
social settings, we can tell when something is “off” it makes us feel weird
and then we feel like we’re being ridiculous and this can lead to turning in
on yourself and all because someone else felt that it was OK to lie, or bend
the truth.

50.      I don’t like being told what to do

Have you heard of PDA? It stands for pathological demand avoidance and
although this isn’t personally part of my autistic design, I do have some
demand avoidance characteristics, for me it’s like the logical part of my
brain is switched off and it’s replaced with a fuck you attitude, the heels dig
in and it’s like I’m a petulant child who is totally aware of what’s happening
but unable to flick the switch back to normal. The language used with
someone who has demand avoidance, including the language they use with
themselves can make a massive difference, as does the general mood
they’re in on the day.

 
 



A N D  T H E R E  W E  H A V E  I T . . .

how many of those struck a nerve?
Maybe it’s the total opposite for
you for some of these points,
because as  the old cliché goes, if
you’ve met one autistic person
you’ve met one autistic person,
we’re all different, some of us have
over sensitivities some of us are
under sensitive but normally it’s a
combination and what one
person’s combination is another’s
will be totally different, which is
what makes diversity so brilliant. 

Diversity isn’t always as accepted
as it could be, as a result I went
for so many years of my life
feeling like an outsider, never
quite fitting in and I didn’t know
why, it wasn’t until I realised I’m
autistic at the age of 34 that
things started to make sense. 

If you’re looking for a community that
will build you up and who understands
your challenges why not pop along to
my private Facebook group, it’s a safe
space for humans who identify as
female, here’s the link if you’d like to
join us.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/71
8004042184716
I also offer a free 121 session, this is a
great opportunity to gain clarity and
understanding, plus I’ll give you some
ideas to help you shift yourself
forwards, into a place where you can
start to feel proud of your autistic self.
Here’s my diary if you’d like to take
advantage of this offer, calls are held
via zoom and will last for around 45
minutes
https://calendly.com/theasdcoach

https://www.facebook.com/groups/718004042184716
https://calendly.com/theasdcoach

